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Model par excellence

The Roman playwright Terence (d. c. 159 
CE) wrote six comedies: The Girl from 

Andros, Mother-in-Law, Self-Tormentor, 
Eunuch, Phormio, and  Brothers. The 
plays were performed, copied by hand, 
and among the first texts to be printed, 
remaining popular throughout the ages.

They were objects of  study for 
Renaissance humanists, and Francesco 

Petrarca made a description of  the 
author’s life, preceding the texts of  the 

comedies in this manuscript. 

Petrarca, Vita Terencii, 
Terentius, Comoediae I-VI. 

Italy or Spain, Kingdom of  Aragon and Naples, 
c. 1450-1475. 

218 x 145 mm, 6+243+4 leaves, paper. With 6 large 
initials with pen flourishes. 



The Latin plays were handed down in 
manuscripts with numerous 

marginal and interlinear notes.
Such books needed careful planning with 

interlinear space and wide margins.

Here, the glosses and many of  the 
comments in the margins were added by the 

copyist. Other notes were written in a near 
contemporary hand, while some seem to 
have been added later. The book is a fine 

witness to the history of  theatre. 

Petrarca, Vita Terencii, 
Terentius, Comoediae I-VI. 

Italy or Spain, Kingdom of  Aragon and Naples, c. 1450-
1475. 



The appealing plays have ingenious plots 
and spectacles. With dramatic irony and 

subtle psychology, the characters lack the 
(in comedies) usual vulgarity and speak 
with elegant charm. Written in a rather 

simple style, Terence’s Latin came to be 
the accepted standard in schools. His 

work has been and still is 
intensely studied and discussed.



The influence of  Terence on 
European education and theatre 
cannot be overestimated. Some 

individual scenes retain their power 
and texts are still quoted or cited. 

The textual tradition is extensive, 
including illustrated manuscripts 

that also influenced the 
first printed editions.



Terentius, Eunuchus, in German: 
Ain Maisterlliche und wolgesetzte Comedia. 

Translated by Hans Neithart. 
Ulm: Conrad Dinckmut, 1486.

First edition (rare). 

‘The Eunuch’ in German is the 
earliest printed antique play 
in any vernacular language; 

it is also the first illustrated edition.

288 x 207 mm. 103 leaves. 
With 28 nearly full-page woodcuts by the

Master of  the Ulm Terence. 

Two books in one volume,
first: Ortolf von Baierland, Arzneibuch. Nuremberg: Anton 

Koberger, 1477. 
86 leaves. First dated edition. 



Terentius, Eunuchus, in German: Ain Maisterlliche
… Comedia. 

Translated by Hans Neithart. 
Ulm: Conrad Dinckmut, 1486.

First edition (rare). 

The pride and glory of  this book 
are the 28 nearly full-page woodcuts 

showing the characters of  the 
comedy in front of  various town 

scenes, which evoke stage settings. 

The edition is a highlight of  Ulm 
book illustration.



Terentius, Eunuchus: 
Ain Maisterlliche… Comedia. 

Ulm: C. Dinckmut, 1486.
First edition (rare). 

The anonymous artist, who 
is named the Master of  the 

Ulm Terence, shows his 
individual and expressive 

style in the detailed figures 
set in street views and the 
interiors of  local houses.



Terentius, Eunuchus: 
Ain Maisterlliche … Comedia. 

Translated by Hans Neithart. 
Ulm: Conrad Dinckmut, 1486.

First edition (rare). 

The Ulm humanist Hans Neithart (c. 1430-c. 
1490) was not an academic but studied while 

he was responsible for the library his uncle 
had donated to his hometown. 

As  translator and editor of  both the play and 
commentary, Neithart took full charge of  the 

design of  the Ulm Terence. 



	Second illustrated edition. 
Here in contemporary colouring.

Terentius, Comoediae. Gloss and comments by  
Donatus, Juvenalis,  and J. Badius Ascensius. 

Added: Francesco Petrarca, Vita Terentii. 
Strasbourg: Johann Grüninger, 

November 1, 1496. 

305 x 217 mm. 180 leaves with 165 
(8 full-page) woodcuts



Latin edition, abundantly illustrated 
with 165 woodcuts. The title page 

shows a fantasy theatre with actors on 
stage and spectators on three levels. 

 
Strasbourg: Johann Grüninger, 

1 November 1496. 
Second illustrated edition. 

305 x 217 mm. 180 leaves with 165 
(8 full-page) woodcuts



The artist of  these remarkable 
woodcuts is named the 

‘Master of  the Grüninger Terence’
after his work in this book.

With his advanced technique of  fine 
and narrow hatching, the artist marks 

a stylistic shift in German book 
illustration, particularly in 

representing tone and dimensionality.



The inscription – Calliopius recensui (“I Calliopius corrected this”) – is found at 
the ends of  plays in manuscripts, as well as in incunabula.

Calliopius is a figure who, for a long time, remained under discussion. For 
medieval commentators, he was a famous actor of  Terence’s time, involved in 
the production of  the plays. Yet, the humanist Coluccio Salutati (1331-1406) 

was the first to suggest this referred to 
Calliopius as revisor (= editor) rather than repetitor (= actor)!"



Publius Terentius Afer, Comedie: cum annotationibus Petri 
Marsi & Pauli Malleoli in singulas scenas. 

Strasbourg: Johann Prüss, 1506.
Second edition, 6 full-page woodcut illustrations (first 

used in 1503).

The illustrations opening each play 
combine various scenes.

198 x 137 mm. 156 leaves. Rare edition: only 7 copies 
known in public libraries, 

not at auction for four decades!"



Quarto edition with commentaries by the 
4th century grammarian Aelius Donatus, 

edited and further annotated by the Italian 
humanist Petrus Marsi and by Paulus 

Malleolus (or: Hämmerlin) from Andlau
(Lower Alsace). First published by Prüss in 

1503. The present edition of  1506  is a 
close reprint that has been 

appreciated by several owners.



Most of  Terence’s editions show traces of  use, with notes added. 
These notes demonstrate that the Comedies were actually read and acknowledged 

with approval. 
They influenced some of  the greatest, most firm and assertive minds.



The celebrated reformer Martin Luther 
(d. 1546) not only quoted Terence 

frequently to apply his insights into all 
things human, he also recommended 

the comedies for the instruction of  
children in school!



The comedy of  intrigue as a genre stems from  
Terence and his predecessor Plautus. It was 

fervently continued by Shakespeare (d. 1616) in 
his ‘Merchant of  Venice’ and 
‘Much Ado about Nothing’.



The Dutch philosopher Spinoza (d. 
1677) - who had a traditional Jewish 
upbringing - learned Latin at school 
in Amsterdam where his professor (a 
former Jesuit) organised classical 
theatre plays. It has been suggested 
that Spinoza performed in these 
plays – which would explain his 
knowledge of  certain passages taken 
from Terence’s Eunuchus which he 
cites quite often in his famous Ethica!



The American president John Adams 
( 1735-1826) once wrote to his son: 
“Terence is remarkable, for good 
morals, good taste, and good Latin... 
His language has simplicity and an 
elegance that make him proper to be 
accurately studied as a model.” (cf. 
David McCullough, 2001)



Petrarca, Vita Terentii. – Terentius, Comoediae I-VI. Manuscript on 

paper. Italy or Spain, c. 1450. 

Terentius, Eunuchus, in German. Ulm: K. Dinckmut, 1486.

1st edition (bound with O. von Bayrlandt, Arzneibuch. Nuremberg: 

A. Koberger, 1477).

Terentius, Comoediae; Petrarca, Vita Terentii. Strasbourg: 

J. Grüninger, 1496. – 2nd illustrated edition. 

Terentius, Comoediae. Strasbourg: J. Prüss 1506. 
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